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Tallinn Digital Summit gathered leaders from like-minded and digitally-
advanced countries (30+ countries), international organizations, and
the private sector to solve global challenges together.

The main idea was to address the most pressing global issues and find
solutions for those challenges based on Trusted Connectivity with
Trusted Partnerships principle.

We are on our road towards a connected digital future.

An online EXPO offered a networking platform connecting decision-
makers with organizations and businesses worldwide. It was a unique
opportunity to present the newest innovations, services, and solutions
to solve global challenges together. 

Prime Minister Kaja Kallas clarified the essence of trusted connectivity,
saying its aim is “to connect like-minded countries through trusted
partnerships—based on shared interests and values and the highest
standards—thus reinforcing trust in global political and economic
relations across the free world.”
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"Thank you for being with us! We hope you enjoyed
inspiring speeches and panels on the live event and online!"

Annika Lipstal, Head of Tallinn Digital Summit 

Thank you & see you next year!



550+ attendees

30+ countries representatives

52 speakers on the main stage

44 organizations and companies
joined as an exhibitors to present
their solutions to solve global
challenges together. 

EXPO reached millions across the
world 

17 speakers on the EXPO stage

Thousands of networking sessions

"Moderating the EXPO Stage at Tallinn Digital Summit 2022 was a truly encouraging

experience - not just because of the inspiring pitches and panel discussions, but also because

the format made very clear that the solutions for the global problems of both today and

tomorrow are right in front of us."

Conference & Main stage

Online EXPO

EXPO Stage

Florian Marcus, EXPO Stage Moderator for Tallinn Digital Summit EXPO 

Welcome dinner

300+ decision makers, business
owners and organization leaders
gathered to Port of Tallinn Cruise
Terminal
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"5th Tallinn Digital Summit is more relevant than ever, promoting

#trustedconnectivity for rules-based, democratic world: Digital - Energy - Security."

Jarmo Eskelinen, Executive Director, Data Driven Innovation, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
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"If I were to share one takeaway from my today's speech, I would simply say: No nation or even continent

can succeed to be resilient on its own. We need to collaborate on all levels to face today's challenges and

be prepared for what the future holds for us."

Cecilia Bonefeld-Dahl, Director General of DIGITALEUROPE 
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Conference showcase

 

You can find all the videos, also all the

keynotes and panels separately, extra

messages from on-site with inspiring

leaders and the presentations from here: 

"It was great to have met many new friends across governments and
enterprises who have common passions to make the world a better place

through harnessing technology."

Howie Lau, Managing Partner of NCS Group 
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View report

"It's incredible to see that Tallinn Digital Summit & EXPO had such a huge global
reach - we had visitors to our Online EXPO from over 83 different countries."

Risto Hansen, Project Manager for Tallinn Digital Summit EXPO

1,7M
total impressions

83
countries
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 "It was an amazing experience for Cert-Trace and me at the Tallinn Digital
Summit 2022. Looking forward to Tallinn Digital Summit 2023."

Waqar Ahsan, Director of Business Development of Cert-Trace
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Event aftermovie

Thank you & see you next year!
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